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Now you can download Galaxy S8 wallpapers through full-size pngs embedded below (apologies for slow download time paging, pngs are dogs) or as a lightning pack here. There's 18 in total, six of each type: gradients, night sky and these funky geometric things. Droid Views has a bunch
of others and you can see them in action in my Galaxy S8 color comparison. Happy wallpapers. Tagged: SamsungWallpapers Every year with Samsung Galaxy S4 Active hit scene, we saw an active version of Samsung Galaxy S flagship. A reliable version usually brings Ingress Protection,
a more substantial chassis, a larger battery and a programmable button on the phone's website. Another notable feature of active lineage was its exclusivity atT. Samsung Galaxy S8 Active this year is no different, except the programmable button is replaced by a dedicated Bixby button.
But, the new version of the Samsung Galaxy S8 Active has just passed through the FCC and it looks like the carrier's exclusivity is ending. We heard a whisper last month of Galaxy S8 Active coming to T-Mobile. Those whispers got a little louder after Evan Blas tweeted from a photo of the
alleged T-Mobile Samsung Galaxy S8 Active. The phone's tweet looks identical to the AST version, so we still had to take it with a grain of salt as there is no way to differentiate the two. The new FCC filings will finally give us some details on how the two devices will differ and all but confirm
that it is coming to T-Mobile.Related: Samsung Galaxy S8 Active: Why? According to the list in the FCC database, the T-Mobile Samsung Galaxy S8 Active model number will be the SM-G892U and will support LTE bands 71 and 66. While the FCC filing specifically does not mention that it
is a T-Mobile device, the carrier is developing an LTE range of 71 specifically for phones in its network. You may remember hearing about Band 71 as it is part of the new 600 MHz spectrum that T-Mobile rolls out to customers. The rest of the specifications will be aligned with the ATT
option. It will carry a rugged look, stunning screen, 4000 mAh battery, Snapdragon 835 processor, 4GB of RAM, and 64GB of memory. We don't have pricing details at this time, but the ATT version is currently priced at $849.99, so we expect something in that range when it hits T-Mobile.TMobile customers, are you interested in samsung Galaxy S8 Active? Will you choose one when it comes out or are there too many other compelling options on the market today? Let us know down in the comments. We just take another look at Samsung's upcoming Galaxy S8 flagship
design, and this echoes previous leaks regarding the placement of the fingerprint scanner. Leaked design suggests that Samsung will remove its home button completely and move fingerprints to the back of the phone. In addition, Samsung will place this on the right side of the camera
module, moving the flash to the left side. Moving a fingerprint scanner on your back isn't a bad thing in itself, even if it can throw a few consumers who are used to Samsung's front-mounted scanner design. I personally find the rear placement taken by LG, Huawei, STE, and others to be
supremely practical and very ergonomic, but your mileage can vary. But Samsung seemingly has something a little different in mind, with its top left position, and it's hard to imagine that it works just as well as other existing designs that usually find a scanner under the camera. Just
impracticalThe most egregious question is that the scanner is so close to the camera module. The design on the back will certainly see many of us blindly reaching for the unusual position of the module, lubricating the camera lens and flash module as we go. Keeping our phone lenses
clean is probably not something we do often enough anyway, and it will just make things worse by sacrificing our image quality layer of finger fat. Given that the Galaxy S8 and especially the S8 Plus will not be small phones, placing the scanner so high on the back can also be a problem for
some with smaller hands, which usually have no reason to position your fingers so high up the phone. The good thing about the old Samsung home button was that it was always within reach, since it was never much further away than the keyboard screen. Scanners on the back are usually
normal if they are placed in the lower two-thirds of the body, but right in the upper back can be a little uncomfortable for some. In addition, the rectangular module also looks a little smaller than the old Samsung home button and round rear scanners used by other manufacturers. Anyone

who regularly uses their phone's fingerprint scanner will witness how fastidious these modules can be to partial prints. If Samsung's fingerprint technology has improved by day, some users will have to learn how to position their finger carefully or simply spend more time setting up a scanner
to work with partial prints than before. Either way, it's not entirely intuitive. Trying this on the Note 5, the placement actually seems pretty ergonomic. Provided you hold your phone in your right hand. All this, as they say, let's try a small experiment. If you have a large smartphone at hand,
take it with your right hand and see where your index finger naturally lies. I was a little surprised to learn that mine actually sits somewhere just below the proposed placement of the scanner when testing this with the Note 5, which means it's a simple quick to reach where the scanner will
be. It's actually probably even easier to achieve than center placement on the G5 and others, so maybe I'm wrong about all this? Okay, now swap for holding the phone in your left hand and you'll see a glaring flaw in Samsung's design. Suddenly the fingerprint scanner on the right side of
the camera module is awful to try to reach. You will drag your finger through the flash and camera module and warp it in a very uncomfortable position. This Design Of the Galaxy S8 looks very unfriendly to anyone who predominantly holds his phone in his left hand, which includes me. This
design has its merits, but in general just seems too cumbersome compared to the current implementations. Whether you're left-handed or just holding your phone in your left hand to make a swipe type with your right, the placement is all wrong. Maybe better than it looks? It's hard to see a
major upside with the Galaxy S8 fingerprint scanner's new location, but maybe it was located there as a compromise rather than a perfect Samsung position? We obviously haven't had a look at the phone's internal devices yet, but we do know that removing the home button allows
Samsung to shrink the framing and increase the display-to-body ratio of the Galaxy S8. This new rumored 18.5:9 ratio of aspects should also come at the expense of some of the company's long-running design tradition, like a new piece of body glass. The fingerprint scanner seems like a
logical piece to move elsewhere. In addition, there are many electronic parts and circuit board space taken using fingerprint scanning modules, and placing this at the bottom of the phone where the USB port and 3.5mm socket also reside would certainly increase the length of the phone.
Perhaps moving this part is what allowed Samsung to save the 3.5mm audio socket while at the same time shrinking the phone's bezel. This doesn't exactly explain placing directly on the camera module, but it's possible that Samsung has found that it allows for the most efficient mainboard
layout. In addition, we all know about the battery problem that afflicts the Galaxy Note 7. Samsung may have decided to position the fingerprint module above the phone in order to maximize the amount of storage space for the battery so as not to repeat the pressure problems that led to
these infamous defects. Samsung's reasoning is unknown at the moment, but there are many plausible explanations for why the fingerprint scanner can be located as it is. It may turn out that it was an important decision in order to build the kind of phone that the company wanted. Or it might
just be to not look like all the other rear scanners out there. Wrap for some, galaxy S8 fingerprint scanner placement will be a bit of a disappointment and maybe even an inconvenience. For others, this can be very Design that is preferable to the old home button and even back placement
found on other phones. From a purely hardware point of view, it's also a little frustrating not to see Samsung use cutting edge technologies, such as under-display implementations, that could remove the need for a special touchscreen fingerprint module entirely by embedding the hardware
into the display. Especially if the abbreviation framing is the main purpose of the design here. Even so, we will have to wait to get our hands on the flagship before making any definitive conclusions. Not forgetting that the fingerprint scanner may just end up playing second fiddle for more
convenient iris scanning capabilities anyway. How do you stand on what we know about the Samsung Galaxy S8 design? Are you a fan or a skeptic? The Samsung Galaxy S8 is mesmerizing close to perfection with its fantastic display, useful interface, and eye-catching design. Gorgeous
display Excellent build quality, design Useful software features and The TouchWiz option is much prettier waterproof Bixby hardly useful Poor Speaker placing $100 more expensive than the S7 Is the Samsung Galaxy S8 worth advertising - and wait since a year ago the Galaxy S7 Edge
(which frankly looks from now with its home button)? At a time when you can get a fantastic smartphone for $400 or less, is it worth dropping $750 or more on the Galaxy S8? We think so, and for more than its shiny screen, but it's a great ask if money is limited. In our review of the Galaxy
S8, we found that the smartphone offers exceptional build quality, design and star display, not to mention plenty of energy to crush any task. A few months after the official release of the Galaxy S8, the full version of Bixby, Samsung's artificially intelligent assistant is finally available. If you
don't have it yet, go to Settings and Software Update and click Download Updates manually to see if you have the latest version. You can also click the Bixby button (below the rocker volume) to open Bixby, click on the three menu buttons at the top right, and go to settings and about Bixby
to see if you have the latest update. Bixby is marginally useful So let's jump right into the elephant in the room: that new assistant function. If Bixby, Samsung's new digital assistant, has piqued your interest in collecting the Galaxy S8, you'll be disappointed. Voice commands are finally
available, and while they improve the usefulness of Samsung's assistant, it's so marginal that it really doesn't matter. But first, what exactly does Bixby do? There are four main components: Bixby Home, Voice, Reminders and Vision. Reminders, as the name suggests, allows you to create
With Bixby - you can use location or time as a trigger. Vision allows you to use the Galaxy S8 camera to identify objects and products. Once identified, you can shop on Amazon for or show more images of similar products. I've used it once or twice and it pretty much feels like a gimmick.
Your mileage can vary, however. Bixby Home is the home page you see when you swipe directly from your home screen or click the Bixby button. It's an assortment of random information such as the current number of steps, the next calendar event, the weather, what's trending on Twitter,
and even the occasional GIF from Giphy that we're not quite sure how to use. Fortunately, you can set up the channel; and the main should also become more useful and offer contextual maps after it learns how you use your phone, for example by asking if you want to call your wife on the
way home from work. Bixby Voice is the latest addition, and the idea here is not to imitate Siri or Google Assistant. Rather, Samsung wants you to use Bixby Voice to complete activities on your phone, such as turning on Wi-Fi, or open messages. You can press and hold the Bixby button to
call Bixby Voice, or you can just say Hello Bixby, even with a lock screen. We didn't have any problems activating Bixby Voice, but we want it to be much faster. Expect to sit for a few seconds while Bixby prepares to hear your request. Bixby XP pop-ups take up half the screen for a second
and can feel a bit repetitive. In some moments, Bixby can really be impressive. You can ask him to open the Google Play Store, search Airbnb and set the first result. When it doesn't always work reliably, it takes you as close as possible to the solution you want. But the aforementioned
command is something that Google Assistant or Siri can't do. However, Bixby keeps asking you to teach him, and that scares us off. Allowing users to teach an assistant is one way to improve it, but it becomes annoying when it keeps asking us to choose options to improve its results especially when you need to do something quickly. The same is true when Bixby pops up with how many reward points you have to use the service. Gamifying is good, but these Bixby XP pop-ups take up half the screen for a second and can feel a bit repetitive. As useful as with these
voice features with Bixby Voice, we don't think they are features that we will use most of the time. Google Assistant, which is fortunately on board, reliably helps us with most of our queries rather than. Bixby is not a feature worth buying the S8 for, but it's nice to know Samsung is constantly
working to add and improve service. The shiny screen, the attractive design of the Galaxy S8 is the most beautiful smartphone of 2017 - easily among the best year -- and it will certainly be hard to beat. It's smooth and soft to the touch, and all the glass design means you won't feel the gap
between the back and front of the smartphone - it's seamless. But we can't write the Galaxy S8 S8 without one to address its ingenious screen. Both the S8 and S8 Plus have a resolution of 2960 and 1440 pixels, allowing for clear image quality. The Super AMOLED screen is getting
impressively bright, offers dark black, and its mobile HDR Premium certification means it boasts a large volume of color, meaning you can watch the colorful High-Dynamic Range (HDR) content, which is the new hot thing in the video. This is the best screen we've ever seen on a
smartphone. You can stream music to two different Bluetooth devices at the same time. To showcase this bright display, Samsung added a skimpy framing (edge around the screen) at the top and bottom, and used its Edge display. So the screen takes up 83 percent of the front panel, and
that's absolutely the first thing anyone notices on the phone. It looks futuristic, my sister told me, but she was she hardly cares or pays attention to technology at all. The more the display improves the smartphone. Even sending an email feels good because the screen makes well-designed
apps look even more gorgeous. But while removing the framing may be the current trend of the smartphone, capturing the phone without starting the screen is difficult. It takes some getting used to, but that's because we need to rethink the size of smartphones and what they mean. The
Galaxy S8 Plus is 6.2 inches and the S8 is 5.8 inches - some of the biggest screens we've seen on a smartphone. But as the screens got bigger, the smartphone frame remained almost the same size. The curved screen from edge to edge combined with minimal framing make it tough to
grab the phone with a flat surface at first, for example, but it gets easier after a few hours. You can also find yourself accidentally running the screen when capturing your phone (especially with the S8 Plus), but again we adapted pretty quickly. You probably will, too. The design of the glass
means that the phone is slippery and brittle, not to mention the fingerprint magnet. (Make sure you grab the case and keep the microfibre fabric handy at all times.) You'll find the power button on the right side, and the volume rocker and The Bixby button on the left. The headphone jack is at
the bottom, to the left of the USB Type-C port. To the right of this port is the only speaker of the phone that is underneath firing like an iPhone. This is the best screen we've ever seen on a smartphone. The decision to go with only one lower speaker is regrettable. As with most single
speakers with lower shooting, such as the Pixel and LG G6, our hands end up blocking the sound by holding the phone horizontally. The S8's speaker quality is pretty good, but it doesn't get as loud as the iPhone 7. The back of the phone feels like an afterthought, perhaps it's just
overshadowed by the beauty of the front. There's nothing special about that. Design Design almost the same as the Galaxy S7. The camera sits flush, next to the flash and heart rate sensor, and the fingerprint sensor. That's right, the first time Samsung has removed the home button from
the front of the phone. Despite the rumors, the company has not built a fingerprint sensor into the display, so you will have to use one on the back. This causes two serious problems, but we will dive into it later. Samsung makes some of the best smartphone hardware, and the Galaxy S8
Series is all the proof you need. Both models feel incredibly smooth, thin, and the design is seamless. We suggest choosing the S8 on the S8 Plus because it is compact and much easier to hold. The top specs of the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus are the first phones to show the Snapdragon 835
processor qualcomm (international variants use Samsung Exynos 8895), which means that it has to deliver 27 percent better performance than phones that use Snapdragon 821, such as Google Pixel and OnePlus 3T. You'll find both the S8 have 4GB of RAM, and 64GB of internal storage
- although you can expand it with a microSD slot card. Initially we encountered a terrible mistake during our review of the Galaxy S8. Our Galaxy S8 Plus stuttered over and over again, especially in the notification box and the Last Apps section. The factory reboot fixed the problem, and we
tested each of our originally installed applications to find out what caused the problem, but we can't figure out what went wrong. We will update this review if we get to the problem again. So far it has been an isolated problem. Now, the S8 is flying with almost zero hiccups. We tested games
like Asphalt Xtreme and FIFA Mobile, and found no performance issues. Dawn of the Titans ran well for the most part, but we saw some occasional stutters. We had no problems moving through apps and multitasking. We did several test tests, and the Snapdragon 835 more or less
surpassed Google Pixel's Snapdragon 821: 3DMark SlingShot Extreme: 2052 AnTuTu: 155253 Geekbench 4: 1762 single core, 5723 multi-core For reference, with The Geekbench 4 Pixel earned 1665 in one bucket and 3691 in multi-core; The iPhone 7 Plus received 3367 in one core and
5491 in multi-core. We hope we don't see the initial problems again and we enjoy the smooth performance of the Snapdragon 835. However, we don't think the Galaxy S8 offers a smoother performance day in and day out than Pixel, and that's probably because Google can optimize its
software and hardware much better than anyone else (except Apple). Samsung phones also tend to a little over time, so we'll keep you updated if something changes. TouchWiz user interface stylish TouchWiz, Samsung Android leather, has was a fort of the company. At times, it was a
less attractive design, and bogged down in the operating system. That's changed with the Galaxy S8. There is a clear, attractive design aesthetic - with uniform app icons and smooth fonts. The lack of a physical home button also gives the smartphone a more modern look. Samsung's builtin pressure home button at the bottom of the center - it's not just a button on the screen because you can press and hold it to get home even in full-screen apps or if the screen is off. One of the first things I did when setting up the S8 was to reverse the navigation icons. Samsung has gone
up against all other Android manufacturers for years, offering the latest app icon left, and the back button on the right. Well, on the S8 you can finally reverse it thanks to the navigation icons on the screen. Choice is common in Samsung's latest interface. You can choose where you want the
brightness slider on the notification box; You can customize the resolution of the display. Turn the Edge screen on and off. Switch Bixby or turn off; Use an LED light or not; Turn on the basic gestures of the swipes for the fingerprint sensor... You get the idea. There are a ton of features in
this phone - most of which have been in Galaxy devices for a while - and they all feel polished and useful. There is a clear, attractive design aesthetic. I remember using Smart Stay on my Samsung Galaxy Captivate back in 2011 - it keeps the screen on as long as your eyes look at it. It was
far from good then, but it's useful on the S8. Multitasking also offers more features than any other Android device - in splitscreen mode, you can change the position of the app or trigger the picture mode in the picture. You can even swipe from the top corners of any supported app to make it
a floating window, and it works amazingly well. Even Bluetooth is improving. The Galaxy S8 is the first smartphone to use Bluetooth 5, which has a 4 Bluetooth range of 4.2, 8 data bandwidth, and 2 data speeds. This means you can walk up to 200 meters (in line of sight) from your device
and still listen via Bluetooth-connected headphones - it's much further away than ever before. The update means you can stream music to two different Bluetooth devices at the same time. We hooked up a pair of Bose wireless headphones and a speaker from Cambridge Audio - the two
played music perfectly synchronized, and the pairing process took less than 1 minute. Facial recognition technology on the Galaxy S8 is also remarkable. Of course, it may not work 100 percent of the time - especially if you're moving or are in a dark environment - but it's often faster than
using a sensor Fingers. You can also use an iris scanner (eye), although we have not found it effective. The fingerprint on the back is the third option, and where these two flaws come into play. The fingerprint sensor is almost impossible to reach on the Galaxy S8 Plus - and it comes from
someone with big hands. And even if it's achievable, you probably won't use fingerprint gestures because the placement is so unnatural. The second problem is how your fingers naturally touch the camera sensor on both models. Samsung knows this is a problem and even warns you to
clean the camera often to make sure that there are no spots. But all of this could have been avoided if they had placed the sensor below, like almost all other Android phones that selects the rear sensor. Overall, the experience of software on the Galaxy S8 is amazingly useful, and you can
switch most options to your heart's content or turn it off. Star shots in the right conditions 12-megapixel rear camera has not changed much from the Galaxy S7. That's not a bad thing. S7 also offered stellar photos. In broad daylight, Galaxy S8 photos have excellent image quality and
precise colors, but things were a little more complicated in different lighting conditions. Sometimes we had to take a photo twice to make sure it wasn't blur. Low-light photos sometimes suffered in the clarity of the image, but in other cases the photos were relatively sharp in dark
environments. We wish Samsung had done something different, new or exciting with a rear camera like a dual camera setup. At the very least, there are quite a few modes to choose from, including selective focus (such as Apple Portrait Mode), Panorama, and even Pro mode, where you
can change shutter speed, focus, and ISO if you're more experienced with the camera. Julian Chokcattu/Julian Chokkattu Digital Trends/Julian Chokkattu Digital Trends/Julian Chokkattu/Julian Chokkattu Digital Trends Julian Chokkattu/Julian Chokkattu Digital Trends/Julian
Chokkattu/Julian Chokkattu Digital Trends Julian Chokkattu/Digital Trends Julian Chokkattu/Digital Trends Julian Chokkattu/Digital Trends Julian Chokkattu/Julian Chokkattu Digital Trends/Julian Chokkattu/Julian Chokcattu Digital Trends/Julian Chokcattu/Julian Chokkattu Digital
Trends/Julian Chokkattu/Digital Trends Julian Chokkattu/Digital Trends Julian Chokkattu/Digital Trends Mainly Because It Comes with Different Stickers, filters and masks, just like what you'll find on Snapchat. They are fun, and work very well. We imagine that they will soar in popularity if
Samsung adds new content often (they even work for groups). Speaking of groups, Samsung has a Wide Selfie mode that allows you to snap a photo and then twist the camera left and right to capture your friends. The photos are stitched together, and the end result is surprisingly
seamless. It's neat add the possibility of a group selfie without the use of a wide-angle lens. The average Galaxy S8 Plus daily battery packs a 3500 mAh battery, while the smaller S8 has a capacity of 3000 mAh. We found that the S8 Plus lasts a full day with moderate and heavy use - we
end up about 25 percent around 8 p.m. after a long day of shooting, streaming music and watching. On a day of regular use - where we checked and responded to notifications, listened to music, and did some light viewing - we came home from just under 40 percent by 6pm. We will need
to spend more time with the Galaxy S8 to see how long it lasts, but we expect more or less the same results because of the smaller screen. Both devices support high-speed wireless charging, which is always a plus, as is the USB Type-C connector, which is probably new to you but will
soon become the standard on most devices. Samsung Warranty Information offers a standard 1 year warranty for the Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8 Plus. This covers manufacturing defects, but nothing more. The company has launched an expanded warranty program called Premium Care
that will run you $12 a month (first month free). This plan covers random droplets, cracked screens, water damage, and mechanical defects. Samsung will provide you with a new or refurbished device, although you will have to pay a $99 deductible. The device has either been sent or
delivered to you manually. With Premium Care, you will also get access to help through HelloTech, a company that will send authorized technicians to teach you about all the features on your phone. Our Take The Galaxy S8, both in its size, is a great smartphone with excellent build quality,
fantastic screen, solid cameras, and standard daytime battery life. Bixby's voice assistant isn't thrilled, but you can turn it off and choose Google Assistant instead (or use both). Bixby will get better over time, hopefully. If you prefer compact phones, the standard Galaxy S8 is the best choice.
The S8 Plus may have a little more battery life, but it's cumbersome for many hands (especially reaching that fingerprint sensor). Are there better alternatives? Yes. There are a ton of good smartphones that cost less than the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus, such as the HTC U11, Google Pixel and
LG G6, or even the iPhone 7 if you're not looking for an Android device. We also recommend a number of cheaper smartphones. However, no one compares to the Galaxy S8 display. How long will it last? This should last a little longer than two years. Samsung, and most Android
manufacturers, stop supporting the devices after two years. Expect the S8 to receive the same treatment. You should know that Samsung also delivers software updates much later than when Google rolls them out, so don't expect the next annual version of Android (Android O) soon after
its release this fall. Should you buy it? Yes. If you have $750 or more to spare, the Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8 Plus are some of the best you can buy right now. It's an incredible amount of money though, and you should note the copious amount of more options available. However, if you are
looking after You are probably looking for a cream crop. Well, you found him. Update: Added our thoughts on Bixby Voice. Editors' recommendations samsung galaxy s8 combination file download
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